KEEPING FEET HEALTHY + FASHION FORWARD

stores open.
“You have to make women
happy in more ways than
one to come back and
recommend your store to
others,” says Schwartz. “You
have to approach it so you
are trusted, you have to care
about them, you have to listen to what they say—really
observe what their needs
are, provide them with solutions that fit their own view
of what works for them.”
Strehl saw the importance
of this in her own store. It
has been in business for 35
years and she became a
certified pedorthist about
ten years ago when there
were rumors that a big-box
shoe store might be opening in her town.
“Instead of stocking
fashion shoes, we started

“They are designing shoes that are
able to be helpful but not look like
the oxford grandma wore.”
—Marilyn Strehl, CPed
at the right time, in the
right styles.”
“This kind of business
model probably limits
the amount of pedorthic
retailers that any given city
can accommodate, but it
doesn’t mean that it’s not
a good business model,”
Sajdak says.
“We have a very expensive model of doing business and that’s why there’s
not a lot of us in-county,”

he says. “No one is going
to become a multimillionaire doing this kind of
shoe business, but I think
because we are certified
pedorthists and are locally
owned, we have a business
that is financially sound.”
While the costs may be
higher, the experts say, it’s
the service provided by
pedorthists and the quality
and comfort of the footwear that can keep these

bringing in comfort shoes,”
she says. “When I became a
pedorthist, it gave us credibility, and our clients grew
from there and kept recommending us to others.”
In the end, Schwartz says,
giving customers exactly
what they need in terms
of style, foot health, and
service will be what keeps
him in business.
“Every day there are shoe
stores going out of business,”
Schwartz says. “No one
wants just a shoe store.
The Internet will beat the
pants out of anyone who is
just a shoe store. To stay in
business, you have to serve
your clients with superior
skills.” O&P EDGE
Maria St. Louis-Sanchez can be
reached at msantray@yahoo.com.

The Only Prosthesis with Powered Propulsion Has
Been Redesigned for You and Your Patients
emPOWERTM Your Patients with:
s Increased energy and less fatigue
s Normalized gait to reduce joint forces and pain
s Real-time ankle control for improved stability

emPOWER is the Next Generation Design
of the BiOM Ankle
The emPOWER Ankle Offers Your Patients:
s Compact design with integrated battery - 25% less bulk
s Enhanced power delivery - significantly more life-like feel
s Intelligent, longer lasting battery - up to 2x more run time1

To learn more visit: www.BIONXMED.com
1. Data on file from the emPOWER Ankle validation testing. The device is intended to replace a missing foot and ankle. The emPOWER Ankle is to be used exclusively for fittings of lower extremity amputations as prescribed
by a healthcare professional. The emPOWER Ankle does not work for everyone and individual results may vary. The most common complications are complete battery discharge which may reduce walking distance and
speed, improper tuning or improper walking up and down stairs which increases the risk of falls. BionX™ and emPOWERTM are trademarks of BionX Medical Technologies, Inc. All other brands may be trademarks of their
respective holders. © 2016 BionX Medical Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. MKT-00058 Rev. A
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